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Many nitroaromatic compounds (NACs) are considered toxic and potential 
carcinogens.  The purpose of this study was to develop an integrated reductive/oxidative 
process for treating NAC contaminated waters. The process consists of the combination 
of zero-valent manganese or iron and a hydroxyl radical based treatment technique. 
Corrosion promoters were added to the contaminated water to minimize passivation of 
the metallic species. Water contaminated with 2,4-dinitrotoluen (DNT) was treated with 
the integrated process using a recirculating batch reactor. It was demonstrated that 
addition of corrosion promoters to the contaminated water enhanced the rate of reaction 
of 2,4-DNT with zero-valent iron or manganese. Results showed that iron provided 
greater reduction of 2,4-DNT than manganese. Chemical oxidation was used to 





the samples for total organic carbon and nitrates. A proposed reaction and corrosion 
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INTRODUCTION   
 
 
 Nitroaromatic compounds (NACs) are comprised of nitro groups bonded to an 
aromatic ring.  2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene (TNT), 2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT), 2,6-dinitrotoluene, 
and nitrobenzene (NB) are common NACs and explosive compounds.  Figure 1.1 shows 
the molecular structures of these NACs.  TNT began gai ing favor with the military prior 
to World War I (WWI) and became the explosive of choi e during World War (II) 
(Hernandez, 2002).  As of today, TNT is still a widely used explosive. 
 DNT and NB are by-products generated during the TNT production process 
(Figure 1.2).  The manufacturing of TNT is a three-st p process.  Toluene is reacted in 
successive nitration vessels with nitric acid and sulfuric acid to produce TNT (Davis, 
1943).  After the nitration step, the crude TNT is washed to remove any remaining acid 
from the crude product.  The wash water containing the acid is known as yellow water 
due to the color of the water after the washing step (USEPA, 1985).  The crude TNT is 
then washed again to remove any isomers from the TNT product.  This wash step 
produces a waste known as red water that is sent to disp sal (USEPA, 1985).  After the 





 dryers to remove any moisture from the TNT crystals.  The solid TNT is sent to storage 
and the evaporated liquid is sent to disposal (USEPA, 1985).   
 Past environmental practices involved disposal of wash waters into ditches and 
unlined lagoons (Hernandez, 2002).  This led to NAC contamination of surface and 
ground waters as well as soils in and around ammunition production facilities.  Some 
examples of facilities with NAC contamination problems are Radford Army Ammunition 
Plant (AAP), VA, Volunteer AAP, TN, Shreveport, LA, and Pine Bluff, AR (Liu, 2003).  
The presence of NACs in environmental media is of environmental concern because of 
potential carcinogenic effects to animals and humans.  DNT has been shown to form 
tumors in lab animals that are chronically exposed (USEPA, 2000).  Animal studies have 
also shown that acute exposure to DNT can affect the blood, liver, kidneys, and central 
nervous system (USEPA, 2000).  The USEPA currently has 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT listed 
on the Drinking Water Contaminant Candidate List for further study to determine the  
safe drinking water concentrations of these chemicals (USEPA, 2005).  The EPA has also 
listed 2,4-DNT on the Toxic Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP), which 
determines safe levels of leaching from landfills.  The EPA has set the 2,4-DNT limit at 






Current NAC Treatment Technologies 
 NAC contaminated groundwater is traditionally treaed by application of 
advanced oxidation processes, granular activated carbon, and/or bioremediation.  These 




Advanced oxidation processes (AOP) are those where t  oxidation is by means 
of hydroxyl radicals.  The hydroxyl radical can be produced by several different 
reactions, such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) with ozone (O3), ultraviolet light (UV) with 
O3, UV with H2O2, UV with titanium dioxide (TiO2), and Fenton’s Reagent.  Fenton’s 
Reagent chemistry is the production of hydroxyl radic ls from the reaction of ferrous iron 
(Fe2+) with H2O2.  AOPs are effective because the hydroxyl radical is  stronger oxidizer 
than either O3 or H2O2 alone (Hernandez et al., 2002).  Techniques that utilize UV can be 
hindered by systems with high turbidity.  Studies have demonstrated that there is an 
optimum concentration of H2O2 and O3 for the degradation of contaminants in water by 
AOPs (Bobu et al., 2006; Sauer et al., 2006; Hernandez et al., 2002; Spanggord et al., 
2000). 
 
Hydrogen Peroxide with Ozone 
 
 The reaction of H2O2 with O3 is also known as peroxone.  The following reactions 






    H2O2 + H2O ⇔ HOO- + H3O+          (1) 
    HOO- + O3  HO
• + O2
•- + O2          (2)   
   
The major advantage of peroxone over other AOPs is that it does not rely on UV to 
produce the hydroxyl radical, so the technique can be used in systems that are more 
turbid and would not allow UV light to pass through (Ford et al., 2006).  The 
disadvantage of peroxone is that the reaction is not as aggressive as other AOPs and 
would result in longer reaction times (Ford et al., 2006).   
Currently, studies have shown that peroxone can remov  1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, 
p-cymene, and bromobenzene from waste streams below the detection limits of the 
analytical equipment with only four minutes of reaction time (Chen et al., 2006).  
Peroxone has also been studied to remediate aminodin tr toluene in Searsville Lake, 
Stanford, CA, and the Louisiana AAP, Minden, LA.  The study found that peroxone 
provided very little removal of aminodinitrotoluene and O3 alone proved to be a better 
oxidizer than peroxone for the remediation of aminod itrotoluene (Spanggord et al., 
2000).  The reason for the poor performance of peroxone in this situation was that the 
hydroxyl radical reacted with various organics in the natural water system before reacting 






Ultraviolet Light with Ozone 
 When O3 is introduced into an aqueous system, UV light can be used to cause a 
reaction between O3 and the water to produce H2O2: 
 
    O3 + H2O + hv  H2O2 + O2         (3) 
 
Once the H2O2 is formed, it reacts with the O3 to form the hydroxyl radical (Ford et al., 
2006).  One advantage of the UV/O3 system is the ability of the UV light to degrade some 
organic compounds by the photons emitted by the light itself (Jody et al., 1989; Zappi, 
1998).  The synergistic mechanism of photolysis andorganic oxidation by the hydroxyl 
radical results in higher degradation rates compared to other non-UV processes.  One 
disadvantage of the UV/O3 system is that the UV light cannot be used in waters that have 
high turbidity (Ford et al., 2006).  Another disadvntage is the high capital cost of ozone 
generators (Rodgers and Bunce, 2001). 
 Studies have shown that UV/O3 can remove over 99.0% of acetone from water in 
less than 30 minutes (Hernandez et al., 2002).  Studies have also used UV/O3 to treat a 
wide variety of wastewater contaminants including cyanide, swine wastes,  quinoline, and 
landfill leachate (Ford et al., 2006; Macauley et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2004; Wu et al., 
2004).  UV/O3 has also been used to remediate NACs.  Studies have found that 99.9% of 





(Rodgers and Bunce, 2001).  However, the reaction dd not reduce the toxicity of the 
treated waters since trinitrobenzene, a toxic and regulated compound, was the major 
byproduct of TNT oxidation; further treatment was necessary to completely remediate the 
water (Rodgers and Bunce, 2001). 
 
Ultraviolet Light with Hydrogen Peroxide 
 
 The most direct way to produce the hydroxyl radical is to react UV light with 
H2O2 (Ford et al., 2006): 
 
    H2O2 + hv  2OH
•           (4) 
 
UV/H2O2 is faster than most other AOPs because higher hydrox l adical concentration 
and UV intensity increases reactivity (Hernandez et al., 2002).  Disadvantages of 
UV/H2O2 are that it cannot be used in high turbidity systems, metal oxides and grease can 
foul the quartz sleeve through which the UV light must pass, and high H2O2 
concentrations can hinder the oxidation of contaminnts by competing with the 
contaminants for the hydroxyl radicals (Rodgers and Bunce, 2001). 
 UV/H2O2 advanced oxidation has been used to treat wastewater since the 1970’s 
(Rodgers and Bunce, 2001).  Recent studies have look d at the effectiveness of UV/H2O2 
to treat tannery waste streams as well as herbicides (Sauer et al., 2006; Bobu et al., 2006).  





concentration of H2O2 was necessary to ensure that the reaction is efficient (Einschlag et 
al., 2002). The optimum H2O2 concentration remove over 99% of NACs from the system 
in less than 2 hours, however, toxic intermediates w re produced, such as nitrophenols 
(Einschlag et al., 2002).   
 
Ultraviolet Light with Titanium Dioxide 
 
 In the case of UV/TiO2, TiO2 is a semiconductor and the UV light excites 
electrons in the TiO2.  The excited electrons leave “positive holes” on the surface of the 
TiO2 that are filled by the oxidation of water (Rodgers and Bunce, 2001).  The oxidation 
results in production of the hydroxyl radicals (Rodgers and Bunce, 2001): 
 
   h+ + Ti(IV)-H2O ⇔ H+ + Ti(IV)-OH•                     (5) 
 
The major disadvantage of this technique is the low quantum yield for the generation of 
hydroxyl radicals.  Organic and inorganic species compete with water for reactive sites 
leading to low hydroxyl radical production (Rodgers and Bunce, 2001).  However, the 
process is inexpensive because low-cost near-UV lamps can be used to excite the 
electrons on the TiO2, and some studies have shown that excitation can be achieved by 
natural sunlight (Rodgers and Bunce, 2001). 
 UV/TiO2 has been used to treat many wastes including dyes, h xavalent 





al., 2006; Ku et al., 2005).  A study was conducted to test the ability of UV/TiO2 to 
remediate TNT.  The study found that the TNT in the system was completely removed 
and over 90% of the TOC was eliminated from the system in under 3 hours (Schmelling 




 Fenton’s Reagent chemistry is used for the production of a hydroxyl radical from 
ferrous iron (Fe2+) and H2O2 (Pignatello et al., 2006): 
 
    Fe2+ + H2O2 ⇔ Fe3+ + H+ + HO2•          (6) 
 
The Fenton’s reaction can be accelerated in the presence of UV light (Pignatello et al., 
2006).  The advantage of this reaction is that both Fe2+ and H2O2 are relatively 
inexpensive and environmentally friendly (Pignatello et al., 2006).  The disadvantage is 
that an acidic environment is required to form the hydroxyl radical.  As well, the iron in 
the system can form iron oxide sludge in the system (Pignatello, 2006). 
 Fenton’s Reagent chemistry has been used for many waste water treatment 
applications, including dyes, pulp bleaching wastes, landfill leachates, and industrial 
wastes (Pignatello, 2006).  Studies conducted on the effect of Fenton’s Reagent chemistry 





system.  However, the addition of UV to the system increased the removal to 95% over a 
24 hour time period (Li et al., 1998). 
 
GRANULAR ACTIVATED CARBON 
 
Granular activated carbon (GAC) is a non-destructive echnology that transfers 
contaminants from the liquid phase onto the solid phase of the carbon surface.  Studies 
have shown that GAC can be effective in removing NAC from contaminated water at 
concentrations up to 100 mg/L (Rajagopal and Kapoor, 2001).  The most common 
regeneration process for GAC is thermal regeneration.   In this process the GAC is 
subjected to increased temperatures in a furnace to volatilize and oxidize the adsorbed 
organic compounds to CO2, water and inorganics.  The temperature inside the furnace 
reaches a maximum of 900 °C (Lambert et al., 2002).  The high temperature conditions of 
thermal regeneration can be hazardous when dealing with explosive organics such as 
NACs.   
Alternate methods of regeneration of GAC include supercritical fluids and 
advanced oxidation (Tomasko et al., 1993; Huling et al., 2005).  Supercritical fluids are 
fluids that are raised above their critical temperature and critical pressure, so that the 
compound has the density of a liquid but the viscosity of a gas (Levine, 2002).  
Supercritical methods simply desorb the contaminant from the GAC, requiring further 





produce hazardous by-products.  The costs for treating NACs with GAC ranges from 
$1.00-$5.00 per thousand gallons treated (Zappi, 1995).   
GAC systems have been used at Army Ammunition Plants to remove explosives 
from the groundwater.  Ground water originating from the Badger Army Ammunition 
Plant, WI, and Milan Army Ammunition Plant, TN, were used in the study.  The study 
found that the continuous flow GAC systems could remove explosives to concentrations 
below EPA groundwater standards (Wujick et al., 1992). 
 
BIOREMEDIATION 
Bioremediation is the use of organisms to convert a hazardous substance into a 
harmless or less hazardous substance.  Currently, there are three major options for the 
bioremediation of NACs:  composting, bioslurry, and phytoremediation (Ramos et al., 
2005).  In composting, NAC contaminated soil is mixed with microorganisms that use the 
organics as a carbon source.  Ideally, the microorganisms mineralize the contaminants of 
concern.  However, degradation by-products may be toxic and kill the microorganisms or 
hinder their growth (Rodgers and Bunce, 2001).  Comp sting is a time-intensive process 
that can take months to achieve mineralization or significant degradation of the NACs. 
  A bioslurry is the mixture of the NAC contaminated soil with water and 
nutrients that provide a suitable environment for microorganisms to feed on the NACs.  





aerobic and anaerobic steps to mineralize the NACs (Ramos et al., 2005).  These 
additional steps involved in the remediation increase the cost of treatment.   
Phytoremediation is the treatment of NACs with plants.  The plants pull the NACs 
out of the soil and, through their own metabolic processes, detoxify the NACs (Ramos et 
al., 2005).  The efficiency of phytoremediation is dependent on the plant species being 
used and the concentration of NAC in the soil (Ramos et al., 2005). 
A combination of bioremediation and GAC technology for the removal of NACs 
was utilized at Radford Army Ammunition Plant and McAlester Army Ammunition 
Plant.  This technology involves the adsorption of the NACs to the GAC and then 
anaerobic consumption of the adsorbed contaminants by microorganisms (ESTCP, 2003).  
The system does not require reactivation of the GAC because the microorganisms remove 
the NACs from the carbon surface.  The system has sown the ability to remove 99.9% of 
the NACs from the waste stream (ESTCP, 2003).  However, high biological oxygen 
demand (BOD) and ammonia from the effluent require fu ther treatment before the water 
can be returned to the environment (ESTCP, 2003).   
 New technologies are necessary to treat the millions f gallons of NAC 
contaminated groundwater in former ammunition production facilities.  Specifically, 
NAC treatment technologies need to be developed that are capable of treating low-level 
contamination without production of toxic products.  However, the cost for treating 
NACs with AOPs is difficult to ascertain and depends on the amount of contaminant and 





with AOPs ranges from $0.32 - $1.70 per m3 of water treated (Rodgers and Bunce, 2001).  
For example, when DNT undergoes the oxidation process, 1,3-dinitrobenzene (DNB) is 
produced, which can be fairly difficult to oxidize further (Chen et al., 2005).  This can 
lead to lengthy reactor residence times and increase operating costs.  Another concern in 
using AOPs for treating NACs is the possibility forhazardous by-products.  DNB is on 
multiple federal regulatory lists for hazardous substances including Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), and Occupation l and Safety Health Act.  DNB 




 Zero-valent metals (ZVM) have been found to be highly effective in the 
remediation of hazardous organic compounds (Tratnyek, 1996; Gillham and O’Hannesin, 
1994; Agrawal and Tratnyek, 1996; Devlin et al., 1998; Hung et al., 2000; Keum and Li, 
2004).  ZVMs are metal species that have zero charge because of the presence of the 
appropriate number of valence electrons.  Research has found that zero-valent metals can 
be used to treat chlorinated solvents, pesticides, dyestuffs, and nitro-compounds 
(Tratnyek, 1996).  The most commonly used ZVM is iron; however zinc, magnesium, 
and tin are used to degrade hazardous organic compounds (Tratnyek, 1996).  Iron is most 
commonly used because it is inexpensive, easily obtainable, and it poses little threat to 





Contaminants are degraded by ZVMs via a reduction reaction.  Reduction is the 
transfer of electrons from an electron donor to an electron acceptor.  ZVMs provide a 
source of electrons that can be donated to the organic contaminants to form less 
hazardous or easily degraded products (Tratnyek, 1996; Gillham and O’Hannesin, 1994).  
In the case of NACs, the nitro groups are reduced to amino groups on the aromatic ring.  
The aromatic amines still pose a health hazard and must be treated as well.  An effective 
method of mineralizing aromatic amines is AOPs (Casero et al., 1997). 
Several sites are currently using ZVM technology to treat groundwater 
contaminated with hazardous organic contaminants.  Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO, 
has installed a permeable reactive barrier (PRB) consisting of zero-valent iron (ZVI).  
PRBs are used as an in situ treatment technology.  The PRB typically contains a reactive 
substance, such as zero-valent iron, that reacts with an aqueous contaminant stream.  The 
site was contaminated with 1,1,1-trichloroethane, trichloroethene, cis-1,2-dichloroethene, 
1,1-dichloroethene, and vinyl chloride in concentrations as high as 600 µg/L (McMahon, 
1999).  The PRB successfully removed greater than 99% of the contaminants from the 
groundwater (McMahon, 1999).      
 This project investigates the integration of ZVMs and AOPs for treating NACs 
contaminated waters.  DNT will be used as a model NAC to facilitate the measurement of 
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Figure 1.1 Structures of common NACs:  A) 2,4,6-trini otoluene (TNT), B) 
            2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT), C) 2,6-dinitro oluene (2,6-DNT), and D) 





















 The purpose of this chapter is to discuss past studies related to the remediation of 
NACs and other organic compounds by zero-valent metals.  Past studies related to the  
oxidation of organics and NACs through chemical oxidation will also be discussed to 
provide the research and theoretical background for the proposed investigation.  
 The idea of using zero-valent metals to treat hazardous organic compounds for 
environmental applications is relatively new; however, the technology to do so has 
existed for over 30 years.  Sweeny and Fischer (1972) first reported the ability of metallic 
iron to degrade halogenated organic compounds (Gillham and O’Hannesin, 1994).  Even 
though this discovery had environmental applications, it was overlooked and not 
published in peer-reviewed literature until almost 20 years later a discovery at the 
University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada began the research into the environmental 
applications of zero-valent metals (Gillham and O’Hannesin, 1994).  Robert Gillham 
found that metal well casings used in groundwater monitoring wells interfered with the 
detection of chlorinated solvents (Tratnyek, 1996).  This was significant because 





 wells must be obtained to determine accurate concentrations.  However, Gillham saw the 
potential for the metal in the well casings to create  new treatment technology for the 
remediation of chlorinated solvents (Tratnyek, 1996).  Since then, research has been 
conducted that found ZVMs to be effective in the remediation of chlorinated solvents, 
pesticides, and NACs (Tratnyek, 1996; Gillham and O’Hannesin, 1994; Agrawal and 
Tratnyek, 1996; Devlin et al., 1998; Hung et al., 2000; Keum and Li, 2004).  In most 
cases greater than 99% of the contaminant was removd from the system. 
 Research has shown that the mechanism behind the ZVM remediation is the 
reduction of the hazardous compound (Matheson and Tratnyek, 1994).  Essentially the 
ZVM is corroded and releases electrons to the metal surface.  The hazardous compounds 
are adsorbed to the surface and are reduced by the electrons released by the ZVM 
(Matheson and Tratnyek, 1994). 
 Early research into the kinetics of reduction by ZVM found that many reactions 
were mass-transport limited (Matheson and Tratnyek, 1994; Agrawal and Tratnyek, 
1996).  The mass-transport limitations could be the product of any number of physical or 
chemical phenomena; however the formation of an oxide layer on the surface of the metal 
may be the most likely explanation (Scherer et al., 2001).  Mass-transport limitations 
were overcome by Scherer et al. (1997) using a rotating disk electrode (RDE) composed 
of ZVI.  The rate of rotation of the RDE could be varied to a point where mass transport 
no longer dominated the reaction kinetics.  Once mass transport effects had been 





studies reported that the reactions of ZVM and hazardous organic compounds were first-
order (Gillham and O’Hannesin, 1994; Agrawal and Tratnyek, 1996; Hung et al., 2000).    
Scherer et al. (2001) again used the RDE electrochemical cell to measure the rate 
of reaction of nitrobenzene and the rate of mass transport.  The approach of this study 
was to determine if mass transport needed to be accounted for in a permeable reactive 
barrier (PRB).  If mass transport has a significant effect on the overall rate of reaction, the 
results will be a PRB that is larger to account for the increased time for the contaminant 
to reach the metal surface.  If the system can be optimized to decrease the mass transport 
limitation, then a smaller PRB can be used.  The authors reported that the krxn = (1.7 ± 
0.2) X 10-3 cm s-1 which is approximately 10 times faster than the estimated mass 
transport rate kmt = 2.3 X 10
-4 cm s-1.  The study determined that a PRB would be mass 
transport limited, however an increase in groundwater velocity can increase the overall 
reaction rate constant. 
 Farrell et al., (2000) conducted a study on the long-term performance of ZVI for 
the reductive dechlorination of trichloroethylene (TCE).  The 2-year study simulated 
trichloroethylene contaminated groundwater flow through a PRB.  The water also 
contained 3 mM CaSO4, 5 mM CaCl2, or 5 mM Ca(NO3)2 to study the effect of sulfate, 
chloride, and nitrate on the reaction.  Early results indicated the trichloroethylene 
dechlorination followed pseudo-first-order kinetics.  Systems containing sulfate and 
chloride showed similar reaction rates and had similar TCE dechlorination half-lives of 





containing sulfate and chloride and showed a greater TCE dechlorination half-life of 
1500 minutes.  Long-term results indicated a deviation from pseudo-first-order kinetics.  
This was due to the passivation of the iron surface and the decrease of reactive sites on 
the surface of the metal due to oxidation.  As the ZVI donated electrons to the TCE, 
oxygen would take the place of the electrons on the iron forming an oxide layer.  The 
oxidation of the ZVI resulted in less reactive site for the TCE to react with the ZVI.  
Therefore, the reactivity of the ZVI decreased over time.  Results show that after 667 
days the columns containing sulfate and chloride had increased half-lives of TCE 
dechlorination to 2500 minutes.  The column containing nitrate showed an increased half-
life of TCE dechlorination to 3500 minutes.   
The study found that nitrate slowed the reaction rate.  Nitrate contributed to the 
iron surface passivation and decreased the corrosion of the iron.  This is an obvious 
concern for nitroaromatic degradation where nitrate would be a by-product of the 
reduction reaction because the nitrate in the system could slow the reaction rate and lead 
to increased residence times.  In any case, the activity of the oxide layer that forms on the 
surface of the metal must be taken into consideration for lengthy organic compound 
degradation. 
 Klausen et al., (2001) conducted a similar study using a column and ZVI to 
reduce NACs aged in the presence of chloride, nitrate, silicate, and Aldrich humic acid.  
The NAC used in the experiment was 2-nitrotoluene.  The study found that after 21 hours 





decrease in reactivity could be slowed due to pitting in the oxide layer on the outside of 
the metal.  Pitting in the oxide layer occurs when a strong anion enhances the dissolution 
of the oxide at a small defect in the film (Scherer et al., 1999).  The oxide layer is 
dissolved until it is breached and bare metal is uncovered (Scherer et al., 1999).  At this 
point a pH gradient is produced due to the hydrolysis of Fe2+ at the bottom of the pit, this 
produces an acidic environment and the dissolution of oxide layer at the surface produces 
a basic environment (Scherer et al., 1999).  In essence two electrochemical cells are 
produced.  At the bottom of the pit the acidic dissolution of zero-valent iron metal is 
balanced by the hydrolysis of water producing hydrogen, while at the mouth of the pit the 
dissolution of the oxide layer is balanced by the reduction of water, oxygen, or organic 
compounds (Scherer et al., 1999).   The NAC concentration to ZVM ratio can also 
impact the reaction.  Bandstra, et al., (2005) conducted a study in which several 
concentrations of TNT (17 – 100 g/L) were reacted with several different portions of ZVI 
(1 – 6 g).  This study found that at low concentrations of TNT and high concentrations of 
ZVI there was complete conversion of TNT to 2,4,6,-triaminotoluene (TAT).  Other 
studies have shown that ZVI can achieve complete reduction of NACs in a matter of 
hours (Devlin et al., 1998; Agrawal and Tratnyek, 1996; Hung et al., 2000). 
  Despite the success of ZVM to reduce NACs, the products of the reduction, 
aromatic amines, are still hazardous and of environmental concern (Agrawal and 
Tratnyek, 1996).  A secondary remediation step is necessary to degrade the aromatic 





(2002) attempted to introduce a second treatment step using a peroxidase enzyme to 
polymerize the product aromatic amines.  The study found that the polymerized products 
were insoluble and would fall out of solution easily.  This was an effective way of 
treating the aromatic amines, however a solid waste product is left behind that must be 
disposed.  A treatment method resulting in mineralized products would be more 
desirable.  
 Casero et al., (1997) studied the degradation of arom tic amines using Fenton’s 
Reagent.  Fenton’s Reagent chemistry is an AOP in which a mixture of hydrogen 
peroxide and ferrous iron is used to produce a hydroxyl radical.  The study found that 
mineralization of the reactants was possible using Fenton’s Reagent.  This technology 
may be integrated with ZVMs for remediating NACs contaminated waters. 
 Oh et al., (2003) researched a two-step system in which TNT and hexahydro-
1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX) were first treat d with ZVI and then treated with 
Fenton’s Reagent.  Total organic carbon (TOC) analysis was conducted to test for 
mineralization of the products.  The study found that the two-step system could achieve 
95% TOC removal under optimal conditions.  This study showed that mineralization of 
NACs was achievable utilizing a two-step system of reduction and oxidation. 
Hernandez, (2002) evaluated ZVM followed by AOPs for remediation TNT 
contaminated waters.  The results showed that some min ralization was achieved; 
however, the reduction products adsorbed very strongly to the surface of the ZVM 





 Attempts have been made to find a single-step process for mineralizing NACs.  
Chen et al., (2005) studied the mineralization of NACs by simply using Fenton’s Reagent 
to oxidize the NACs.  Only the highest concentration of H2O2 evaluated resulted in NAC 
mineralization.  Nitrobenzenes were the main oxidation by-products at lower H2O2 
concentrations.  As previously discussed DNB are regulated constituents.  At this time 




Literature clearly shows that the reduction of nitroaromatics via zero-valent 
metals is effective for degrading the parent compound.  Several studies demonstrated that 
oxidation of reduction products can lead to complete mineralization.  The following 
chapters present a method that integrates reduction and oxidation for the mineralization 








RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS AND STUDY OBJECTIVES 
 
 
 The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiv ness of an integrated system 
of reduction and oxidation for the remediation of NACs.  For this study DNT will be used 
as a model compound for NACs.  Studies have shown that NACs such as DNT can be 
easily reduced to aromatic amines using ZVMs (Agrawal and Tratnyek, 1996; Devlin et 
al., 1998).  These aromatic amines are still of enviro mental concern and must be treated 
as well.  Research has also shown that aromatic amines can be easily mineralized using 
AOPs (Casero et al., 1997).  Studies have also beenconducted that attempt to mineralize 
NACs using two-step reduction/oxidation processes using Fenton’s Reagent (Oh et al., 
2003) and enzyme oxidation (Mantha et al., 2002).  The hypothesis for this research is 
that integration of reductive/oxidative processes could prove effective in the 
mineralization of NACs. 
 Figure 3.1 describes reduction and oxidation reactions for the proposed treatment 
system.  In theory the ZVM acts as an electron donor to the DNT.  The DNT is reduced 
to DAT while the surface of the ZVM is oxidized.  To enhance this process, chloride 
corrosion promoters are added to prevent passivation of the ZVM and enhance corrosion 





 mineralization by using hydroxyl radicals produced by AOPs.  The products of the 
process would be inorganic compounds that are non-hazardous to the environment.   
 
Study Objectives 
 The main objective of this study is to develop an integrated, single-step system for 
treating DNT contaminated water with reduction (ZVM) and oxidation (AOPs).  The 
study will examine two ZVMs, iron and manganese.  Iron was selected due to its low 
cost, low environmental impact, and use in previous NAC studies (Bandstra et al., 2005; 
Klausen et al., 2001; Scherer et al., 2001; Hung et al., 2000; Agrawal and Tratnyek, 
1996).  Manganese was selected because it has a high electron reduction potential and 
theoretically should react with DNT (Lide, 2005).  Two chloride corrosion promoters 
(FeCl3 and NaCl) will be used to enhance the corrosion of the ZVM, and thus the 
reduction rate of DNT.  NaCl was selected because it is inexpensive and readily 
available.  FeCl3 was selected because the ferric iron can accept elctrons from the ZVM 
and form the Fenton’s Reagent in the presence of H2O2.   The oxidation step will be 
performed using O3, H2O2 and peroxone.  
 Secondary study objectives include: 
1) Measure the effectiveness of iron and manganese as reducing agents of 
DNT by determining the concentration of DNT over time using high 
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).   
     
2) Measure the effectiveness of FeCl3 and NaCl as corrosion promoters of 
iron and manganese by determining the concentration of DNT over time.  





physical impact of corrosion promoters on surface morphology and 
generation of reactive sites. 
 
3) Measure the effect of oxygen on the reduction of DNT to DAT by 
determining the concentration of DNT over time using HPLC 
 
4) Determine the reaction kinetics for DNT reduction by ZVM. 
 
5) Measure the effectiveness of mineralizing DNT with a combination 
reduction and oxidation process by determining the concentration of DNT 
over time using HPLC, the concentration of total organic carbon (TOC), 









Cl- represent chloride ions, M+ represent metal ions, OH• represent hydroxyl 
radicals, and e- represent electrons. 
 













METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 
 
 The objectives of this study were met by conducting f ve studies as follows: 
I. Metal reactivity study – This step studied the effectiveness of zero-valent 
iron and manganese to reduce DNT.   
 
II. Chloride corrosion promoter study – This step studied the effect of FeCl3 
and NaCl on the reduction of DNT.  The chloride corrosion promoter that 
had the most effect on reducing DNT was used during the oxidation 
studies. 
 
III. Oxygen effect study – Reactions were studied in aerobic and anaerobic 
environments to determine the effect of oxygen on the reduction of DNT. 
 
IV. Reaction kinetics study – A kinetic model was pro osed and validated to 
determine the mechanism of DNT reduction by ZVI andZVMn. 
 
V. Oxidation study – This study used oxidation in conjunction with reduction 
of DNT.  Ozone, hydrogen peroxide, and peroxone were compared as 
oxidizers.  The first stage used reduction and oxidation separately to see if 
the byproducts of DNT reduction could be mineralized.  The second stage 
integrated reduction and oxidation to see if mineralization of DNT and its 
byproducts could be achieved. 
 
An experimental matrix can be found in Figure 4.1. 
 
2,4-DNT Solution Preparation 
 
 A 20 mg/L solution of 2,4-DNT was used for all expriments.  The 2,4-DNT was 





 purity of the 2,4-DNT was 97%.  The test solutions were prepared by creating 100 mg/L 
bulk solutions.  The solubility of DNT at 25 °C in water is 199 mg/L (Phelan and Barnett, 
2001).  The bulk solution was prepared by dissolving 100 mg of 2,4-DNT with DI water 
in a 1 L volumetric flask.  This solution was mixed with a magnetic stir bar and magnetic 
stir plate marketed by Fisher Scientific, Inc., Hampton, NH.  Prior to initiation of the 
experiments the bulk solutions were kept covered by black plastic bags to avoid any 
photodegradation of the 2,4-DNT.  Experimental soluti ns were prepared by mixing 100 





 The experiments were conducted using a recirculated batch reactor configuration 
(see Figure 4.2).  The 500 mL European Style flasks, manufactured by Ace Glass, Inc., 
Vineland, NJ, was connected to a variable speed pump with Nalgene 890 Teflon tubing 
with an outside diameter of 0.25 inches (Fisher Scientific).  The pump used was a Cole 
Palmer, Inc., Vernon Hills, IL, pump Model 7553-20 with a Masterflex pump head 
Model 7518-10 purchased from Cole Palmer, Inc.  The tubing used inside the pump head 
was Masterflex Tygon™ extended life silicon tubing with 0.25 inside diameter (Fisher 
Scientific).  The pump was connected to a glass column manufactured by Ace Glass, Inc., 





glass column outlet was connected to the inlet of the European flask to complete a closed 
system.   
The European flasks feature five ports on the top of the reactor.  During 
experimentation two ports were used for inlet and outlet streams.  One port was used as a 
sample port.  The remaining two ports were used as inlet and outlet streams for ozone 
during oxidation experiments.  If no oxidation was being performed in the experiment, 
the ports were capped with Teflon stoppers.  The reactor was mixed using a magnetic stir 
bar and stir plate (Fisher Scientific).  The reactor was held in place using an adjustable 
angle clamp on a cast-iron L-shaped base support and rod (Fisher Scientific). 
 For the experiments the columns were filled with 4 layers of glass beads, two 
layers of crushed glass, and one layer of zero-valent metal.  First, 6 mm diameter glass 
beads were put in the column.  The 6 mm beads ensurd the inlet of the column would 
not get clogged.  Next 4 mm glass beads were put into the column to hold the crushed 
glass into place.  Crushed glass was put into the column to hold the zero-valent metal 
plug in place.  Glass beads were purchased from Fisher Scientific and crushed beads were 
used for the crushed glass.  Glass was crushed using a pneumatic press.  Zero-valent 
metal was put into the column after the crushed glass, nd then covered with crushed 
glass, 4 mm beads, and 6 mm beads.  All fixtures and co nectors used were Teflon. 
 The zero-valent metal species used for experiments were iron and manganese 





with 99.98% purity.  The manganese granules had diameters of 0.8-3 mm with 99.99% 
purity.  All experiments used 4 g of metal per liter of 2,4-DNT solution. 
 The chloride corrosion promoters used were NaCl (ACS grade) and FeCl3
 (ACS 
grade).  NaCl stock solutions were prepared by using crystalline NaCl from Fisher 
Scientific.  The crystalline NaCl was dissolved in DI water to make a 3 M solution.  
FeCl3 stock solutions were prepared with FeCl3 purchased from Sigma Aldrich.  The 
FeCl3 was dissolved in DI water to make a 0.3 M solution.  The chloride corrosion 
promoters were used in concentrations of 10 µM – 3 mM.    
 Prior to aerobic reactions, oxygen was sparged into the 2,4-DNT solution for 
approximately 30 minutes to raise the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration.  DO 
concentrations were determined using an Orion DO probe and Orion DO meter Model 
842 manufactured by Thermo Electron Corporation, Waltham, MA.  The DO 
concentration was determined to be approximately 10 mg/L prior to oxygen sparge and 
approximately 43 mg/L after oxygen sparge.  The DO probe functions by allowing 
oxygen to pass through a membrane on the end of the probe and coming in contact with 
an electrode where the oxygen is reduced.  When the oxygen is reduced there is a change 
in current between the electrodes that is proportional to the amount of oxygen reduced.  
Before anaerobic reactions nitrogen was sparged into the reactor system for 30 minutes to 
remove any DO from the reactor.  The Orion DO probe was used to ensure that DO 
concentrations were below 0.5 mg/L prior to the experiment.  Anaerobic reactions were 





Laboratory Products, Grass Lake, MI.  The atmosphere inside the glove bag consists of 
95% nitrogen and 5% hydrogen.   
 Figure 4.3 shows a diagram of the reduction/oxidation reaction system.  Oxidation 
experiments were performed by adding O3 and/or H2O2 during or after reduction.  A 2% 
O3 stream by weight was produced by an LC-1234 Ozone Generator from Ozonology, 
Inc., Northbrook, IL.  O3 concentration was determined by connecting the ozone 
generator to a Model HC Ozone Monitor manufactured by PCI Ozone & Control 
Systems, Inc., West Caldwell, NJ.  The voltage on the O3 generator was varied and the 
readings from the O3 monitor were used to construct a calibration curve.  The O3 stream 
was sparged into the reactor using Nalgene Teflon tubing and a bubble stone.  The O3
exited the reactor through Nalgene Teflon tubing to a flask containing Carulite 200 to 
destroy the O3.  The O3 exiting the reactor was measured by the O3 monitor prior to 
destruction by Carulite.  All ozonation experiments took place in a fume hood.  The H2O2 
used was 30% concentration by weight purchased from Fisher Scientific.  A H2O2 
dilution was made by mixing DI water to bring the con entration to 1%.  10 mg/L H2O2 




 The reactor system was operated at room temperatur nd atmospheric pressure.  
The reactor was initially filled with 500 mL of 20 mg/L 2,4-DNT solution.  A stir bar was 





agitation.  After the reactor was filled, either oxygen or nitrogen was sparged through the 
system to produce an aerobic or anaerobic solution.  If the experiment called for chloride 
corrosion promoters, the chloride solution was added to the reactor after the gas sparging 
had ended.  After the chloride corrosion promoter was injected into the reactor, the pump 
was activated to being circulating the solution through the glass column containing the 
ZVM.  The pump was operated at a speed of 12 mL/s.  For experiments requiring 
oxidation, O3 was sparged through the reactor over the course of the experiment and/or 
H2O2 was injected into the reactor after the injection of the chloride corrosion promoter.  
Each reaction was run in duplicate. 
 
Sampling and Testing 
 
 Liquid and metal samples were collected at periodic time intervals for testing with 
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), total organic carbon (TOC), ion 
chromatography (IC), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and surface area analysis.  
During experimental Tasks I-IV, liquid samples for HPLC analysis were collected at 0, 5, 
10, 15, 20, 40, 60, and every 30 minutes afterward fo  180 minutes.  For experimental 
Task V, samples for HPLC analysis were collected every 30 minutes. Samples for TOC 
and IC analysis were collected every 90 minutes and at the end of the experiment for 240 
minutes.  All samples were collected using a glass syringe and placed in 2 mL amber 
HPLC vials manufactured by Fisher Scientific.  Samples were placed in refrigeration unit 





 Metal samples were recovered at the end of the experiment, washed with 
methanol to remove oxides on the outside of the metal, and analyzed using SEM.  
Samples were kept in a nitrogen filled glove bag prior to SEM and surface area testing to 




 The HPLC was used to measure the concentration of 2,4-DNT and NAC 
byproducts using USEPA Analytical Method 8330.  The HPLC used was an Agilent 
Model 1100 HPLC equiped with quaternary pump, autosampler, and diode array detector.  
The column was an Agilent Hypersil BDS-C18 HPLC, 100 X 4 mm dimensions, with 3 
µm pore size.  The sample size, mobile phase flowrate, and wavelength were 0.100 mL, 
0.500 mL/min and 280 nm (reference at 360 nm), respectively.  An isocratic method was 
used for all analysis, and the solvent used for opeation was composed of 60% DI water 
and 40% methanol (HPLC grade) by volume.  Methanol was purchased from Fisher 




 TOC was used to test the amount of organic carbon emaining in solution as a 
measurement of mineraliztion.  Samples collected during this study were analyzed on a 
Phoenix 8000 UV/persulfate TOC analyzer manufactured by Tekmar-Dohrman, Mason, 
OH.  The instrument employs a wet oxidation technique in which UV light, phosphoric 





collected and 21% phosphoric acid reagent is introduce  to remove any inorganic carbon.  
Any inorganic carbon becomes CO2 and is purged out of the sample with nitrogen.  Then 
10% sodium persulfate/5% phosphoric acid reagent is added in the presence of UV light.  
At this stage all organic carbon is broken down to CO2.  Nitrogen is sparged into the 
sample again to remove the CO2 and send it to the detector.  The CO2 produced is 
detected by a non-dispersive infrared detector.  All TOC analysis was conducted by Dean 
Patterson, Research Associate II/Analytical Chemist at he Institute for Clean Energy 




 IC was used to determine the concentration of nitrates in solution.  The IC used 
was a DX-Ion Chromatography System manufactured by Dionex Corp.  Samples were 
injected into the IC by way of an automated sampler and pumped through an Ion Pac® 
AS11-HC 4 x 250 mm analytical separation column.  The flow out of the column was 
analyzed using an ED40 Electronic Detector.  All IC analysis was conducted by Dean 
Patterson, Research Associate II/Analytical Chemist at he Institute for Clean Energy 
Technology at Mississippi State University. 
 
SEM 
 SEM was used to view the surface of the zero-valent metal before and after 
reaction.  The SEM used in this study was a Cambridge Steroscan 360 scanning electron 





SEM was operated under the supervision of Richard Kuklinsky, Electron Microscopist II, 
in the Entomology Department at Mississippi State University.  All imagining from the 
SEM was captured using proprietary software.   
 Metal samples were kept in a desicator prior to mounting.  Samples were mounted 




 Surface area analysis was conducted by Micromeritics Analytical Services, 
Norcross, GA.  Surface analysis was performed using a TriStar 3000 Gas Adsorption 
Analyzer.  For the surface analysis the metal was cooled to 77.3 K and then exposed to 
nitrogen at a series of controlled pressures.  As the pressure is increased, more nitrogen 
adsorbs to the surface of the metal.  An adsorption is therm can be produced by 
analyzing the standard weight of the nitrogen as a function of relative pressure.  A 
desorption isotherm is also produced in which the pr ssure is lowered to allow the 
desorption of the nitrogen from the surface of the m tal.  The surface area is calculated 































Figure 4.1 Experimental matrix for the treatment of 2,4-DNT. 
Test Reactivity of Iron 
and Manganese for the 
reduction of DNT 
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METAL REACTIVITY UNDER AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS 
 
 
 To determine the effect of O2 on DNT degradation, the reactivity of DNT with 
ZVM was studied using ZVI and zero-valent manganese (ZVMn) in aerobic and 
anaerobic environments.  Each metal species was reacted with DNT for 6 hours.  For the 
aerobic and anaerobic experiments the initial dissolved oxygen concentration was 
approximately 43 and <0.5 mg/L, respectively.  The DNT concentration for each 
experiment was 20 mg/L.  Raw data from these experimetns can be found in Appendix A. 
 Results are shown in Figure 5.1.  The figures represent the mean concentration 
from two experimental runs, and the error bars represent the high and low concentrations 
for each experiment.  Iron under aerobic conditions showed an 11.1% removal of DNT 
from the system, while manganese under aerobic conditi s showed an 11.7% removal of 
DNT from the system.  It is hypothesized that the low reactivity of the metals to the DNT 
is due to the competition between DNT and O2 for electrons from the ZVM.  The reaction 
between ZVI and O2 has an electron potential of –0.447 V (Lide, 2005).  The reaction 





 show that O2 will react with both ZVI and ZVMn spontaneously and would compete for 
electrons with DNT in the system (Agrawal and Tratnyek, 1996).  
Another factor to consider is the formation of an oxide layer.  As the ZVMs 
donate electrons, active sites become oxidized and c  no longer transfer electrons to 
adsorb DNT.  The oxide layer reduces the driving force for electrons transfer and creates 
a barrier between the DNT and the ZVM.  When the oxide layer acts as a passive film, 
the film must be breached before the reaction can take place (Scherer et al., 1999).  Other 
studies have also shown that the oxidation of ZVM during the treatment of hazardous 
contaminants can lead to reduced efficiency in the reaction (Devlin et al., 1998; Farrell et 
al., 2000).  It is possible to overcome the oxide layer by introducing chloride to the 
reaction to provide dissolution of the oxide layer (Scherer et al., 1999).  The application 
of the chloride will be discussed in the next chapter.    
 Reactions using iron under anaerobic conditions achieved a 62.6% removal of 
DNT from the system, while manganese under anaerobic conditions resulted in  35.9% 
removal.  The larger overall DNT removal demonstrates that oxygen plays a significant 
role in the reaction of DNT with ZVM.  Without the dissolved oxygen in the system to 
compete for electrons with DNT, more DNT reacts with the ZVM leading to larger 
removal from solution.  
 The products resulting from the anaerobic experiments consisted of DAT and 
unidentified intermediates.  DAT is the terminal DNT reduction by-product.  Other 





4-nitrotoluene, and 4-amino-2-nitrotoluene as DNT reduction by-products (Jafarpour et 
al., 2005).  Figure 5.2 shows a chromatagram from ZVI reacted with DNT after 180 
minutes under anaerobic conditions.  The presence of DAT indicates that some DNT was 
completely reduced to DAT.  DAT was not observed uner aerobic conditions, another 
indication of the availability of active sites to react with DNT under anaerobic conditions.  
  
Summary 
 The removal of DNT from solution in the presence of ZVI and ZVMn under 
aerobic and anaerobic conditions was measured to determine the effectiveness of each 
metal to reduce DNT.  Results show that, both Fe and M , remove DNT from solution.  
Results also show that dissolved oxygen in the system can adversely effect the reduction 
of DNT.  The dissolved oxygen competes with DNT for reactive sites on the zero-valent 
metal surface leading to poor DNT reduction.  The terminal reduction byproduct DAT 
was not observed under aerobic conditions, an indication that in the presence of oxygen 


























Fe aerobic Mn aerobic Fe anaerobic Mn anaerobic
 
Figure 5.1   DNT concentration over time when reactd with ZVM under 







Figure 5.2  Chromatagram of DNT and reduction products after reaction with ZVI 











CHLORIDE CORROSION PROMOTER STUDY 
 
 
 The effect of chloride on the reactivity of ZVM with DNT was examined using 
NaCl and FeCl3 as corrosion promoters.  The study focused on three concentrations of 
corrosion promoter; 10 µM, 100 µM, and 3 mM.  All experiments were conducted with 
20 mg/L DNT and 4 g/L ZVM under aerobic and anaerobic conditions for 180 minutes.  
Raw data for chloride corrosion promoter experiments can be found in Appendix B.  Raw 
data for oxygen effect experiments can be found in Appendix C. 
 The purpose of the chloride corrosion promoters is to provide dissolution of the 
oxide layer on the surface of the ZVM and prevent passivation (Scherer et al., 1999, 
Hernandez, 2002).  The dissolution of the oxide layer forms pits, exposes ZVM to the 
DNT, and facilitates the electron transfer process. 
 
Chloride Effects on Iron Reaction 
 
 Results from reactions of ZVI and DNT in the presence of NaCl and FeCl3 under 
aerobic an anaerobic conditions can be observed in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.  The 
results for the low concentration corrosion promoter anaerobic experiments are not 
shown in the graphs.  The results indicate that a specific concentration of corrosion 





 25.4% reduction in DNT.  Reactions with 100 µM of NaCl had a DNT reduction of 
12.9% and reactions with 10 µM of NaCl had a reduction of 8.6%, which is similar to the 
control experimental results without corrosion promoter obtained at 180 minutes.  For the 
anaerobic experiments it is clear that more DNT is reduced than under aerobic conditions.  
For the 3 mM NaCl experiments 93.7% of the DNT is reduced.  As mentioned in Chapter 
V, the reason for the improved performance under anaerobic conditions is that there is no 
oxygen in the system to compete for reactive sites on the surface of the metal.    
All the data shows that FeCl3 promotes the rate and extent of DNT degradation 
compared to NaCl (see Figure 6.2).  The 3 mM concentration of FeCl3 reduced 61.9% of 
the DNT.  Experiments with 100 µM reduced 18.5% of the DNT and experiments 
containing 10 µM reduced 10.1% of the DNT.  Under anaerobic conditions for the 3 mM 
FeCl3 experiment the DNT was reduced below the detection limit for the HPLC.  One 
explanation for the improved performance is that FeCl3 contains three times the chloride 
ions as NaCl.  However, when the concentration of NaCl was increased to 9 mM so the 
chloride ion concentration was the same as 3 mM FeCl3, FeCl3 still outperformed NaCl 
(see Figure 6.3).  
The performance of FeCl3 could be explained by the ability of the Fe(III) to assist 
in the reduction of DNT.  As the chloride ions form pits and cracks on the surface of the 
metal, the Fe(III) in solution accepts electrons from the ZVI and becomes Fe(II).  Fe(II) 
could then reduce the DNT by donating the electron o the nitro groups on the DNT 





 Figure 6.4 shows the pitting mechanism.  The higher concentrations of corrosion 
promoter outperformed the lower concentrations because there were more chloride ions 
to generate pits, and thus more electrons, on the surface of the metal.  The chloride ions 
attack the oxide layer on the outside of the metal to create pits and cracks on the surface.  
As the pits are produced, electrons are released to the surface of the metal.  These 
electrons react with the DNT that is adsorbed on to the surface of the metal.   
At higher concentrations of corrosion promoter more pits are formed.  Figure 6.5 
shows SEM pictures from iron samples reacted with 3 mM and 100 µM FeCl3, and 3 mM 
NaCl.  The figure shows well-defined pits in the samples reacted with 3 mM FeCl3, and 
more subtle pits in the samples reacted with 100 µM FeCl3 and 3 mM NaCl. 
 It should be noted from the concentration over time graphs that from time zero to 
20 minutes experiments conducted with a relatively small concentration of corrosion 
promoter show an initial drop in concentration and then an increase in concentration at 20 
minutes.  It is believed that this phenomenon is caused by the interaction of chloride and 
the oxide layer on the surface of the metal.  Figure 6.6 shows the concentration of DNT, 
DAT, and intermediates over time.  The graph shows no appearance of DAT and 
relatively small intermediate concentration prior t 20 minutes, an indication of slow 
reduction rate prior to 20-minutes.  There is an induction period for the chloride to create 
pits on the metal surface (Bard, 1994).  This period s reduced with chloride 
concentration, which explains the absence of the dip at the relatively high chloride 





adsorbing directly to the surface of the ZVM.  As the oxide layer is removed due to the 
chloride in the system, the DNT adsorbed on the oxide layer is sent back into solution.   
Figure 6.6 also indicates that DAT is the terminal product being produced during 
the reaction.  The appearance of DAT validates the assumption that DNT is being 
reduced to DAT.  The mass balance also indicates that the reduction to DNT is a fast 
reaction in the presence of corrosion promoters.  The intermediate concentration is 
relatively small and nearly constant over the course of the reaction. 
 
Chloride Effects on Manganese Reaction 
 
 The results of the experiments conducted with Mn and NaCl or FeCl3 can be 
found in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, respectively.  For NaCl under aerobic condtions, 3 mM 
resulted in 13.1% reduction in DNT concentration, 100 µM resulted in 8.6% reduction in 
DNT concentration, and 10 µM resulted in 8.5% reduction in DNT concentration.  For 
NaCl under anaerobic conditions, 3 mM yielded 83.6% reduction in DNT.  The systems 
containing the two lowest concentration of NaCl didnot show a significant difference in 
DNT reduction, thus a specific concentration of NaCl is necessary to significantly 
accelerate DNT degradation.   
 The reactions containing FeCl3 outperformed the systems containing NaCl, 
similar to the systems containing Fe.  For FeCl3 under aerobic conditions at 3 mM, 55.6% 
of the DNT was reduced.  For FeCl3 at 100 µM, 12.6% of the DNT was reduced, and for 





yielded the highest reduction in DNT with 91.5%.  Like the NaCl systems, the systems 
containing the two lowest concentrations of FeCl3 did not show considerable differences.  
Again this shows that a specific concentration of chloride is necessary to break the oxide 
layer, generate pits, and enhance DNT degradation. 
Once again the FeCl3 performed better at reducing DNT than NaCl because of the 
higher amount of chloride ions as well as the ability to assist in reducing the DNT.  
Figure 6.9 shows SEM images of Mn reacted with NaCl and FeCl3 at concentrations of 3 
mM for 3 hours.  While the differences are not as drastic as the Fe samples, it can be seen 
that more pitting has occurred with the FeCl3 samples than the NaCl samples. 
 It is apparent that Fe outperforms Mn in the reduction of DNT when using 
corrosion promoters.  Figure 6.10 shows Fe performance compared to Mn performance 
with 3 mM FeCl3 as the corrosion promoter.  The Gibbs Free Energy of the reactions was 
calculated to determine if the reaction between DNT and the ZVMs was spontaneous.  




rxnnFEG −=∆       (1) 
Where: 
 ∆G = Gibbs Free Energy, J 
 n = number of electrons passed per atom of metal 





E0rxn = difference between the cathodic and anodic reactions standard 
electromotive force, V 
 
The standard electromotive force can be obtained by subtracting the anodic reaction 
electromotive force from the cathodic electromotive force.  The electromotive force for 
DNT is –0.397 V (Riefler and Smets, 2000).  The electromotive force for Fe and Mn is –
0.447 V and – 1.185V, respectively (Lide, 2005).  The resulting values for ∆G for Fe and 
Mn reacting with DNT are -9.65 J and –152.08 J, respectively.  This indicates that the 
reaction of DNT with both Fe and Mn is spontaneous.   
 Since the thermodynamics indicate that the reaction of DNT with both ZVMs is 
spontaneous, Mn must have a higher resistance to corr si n than Fe.  Mn and Fe both 
passivate in the presence of chloride until the chloride concentration reaches a critical 
concentration and the formation of pits begins (Bard, 1994).  Once the pitting of the 
surface begins, corrosion occurs rapidly and DNT can be reduced to DAT.  If Mn has a 
higher critical chloride concentration than Fe, then Fe would begin to corrode at a lower 




 Reactions performed at specific concentrations (3 mM) of NaCl and FeCl3 





increased corrosion promoter concentration.  These images can be correlated with the 
increase in DNT reduction rate. 
 Time course of DNT concentration shows that, under anaerobic conditions more 
DNT is degraded in the presence of FeCl3 (100%) than NaCl (93.7%).  There are two 
possible explanations for the improved performance of FeCl3:  (1) the higher 
concentration of chloride in FeCl3 enhances the corrosion of the metal surface better than 
NaCl and (2) the ability of Fe(III) to accept electrons from the ZVM surface and then 
donate that electron to assist reduce the DNT. 
 DNT reacts faster with Fe than Mn.  SEM images of Mn and Fe after reaction 
with DNT in the presence of corrosion promoters suggest that Fe has a lower resistance 
to corrosion and pitting than Mn.  This is one key factor for the more significant 
acceleration of Fe reaction with DNT in the presence of specific concentrations of NaCl 
and FeCl3. 
 The lack of dissolved oxygen in the reactor system greatly increases the reduction 
of DNT by ZVM.  The increase in performance is due to the lack of competition for 
reactive sites between DNT and the dissolved oxygen.  Additionally, the lack of 
dissolved oxygen in the system eliminates the formation of an oxide layer on the surface 






























No Promoter 10 microM Aerobic 100 microM Aerobic
3 mM Aerobic 3 mM Anaerobic
 
 
Figure 6.1   DNT concentration over time when reactd with Fe and NaCl 


























10 microM Aerobic 100 microM Aerobic 3 mM Aerobic
No Promoter 3 mM Anaerobic
 
 
Figure 6.2   DNT concentration over time when reactd with Fe and FeCl3 


























9 mM NaCl 3 mM FeCl3 3 mM NaCl
 
The concentration of  NaCl was tripled in order to equal the chloride ions 
in 3 mM of FeCl3.   
 















































































































































E.           F. 
 
 
A.  Fe reacted with 3 mM FeCl3 at 75X mag, B.  Fe reacted with 3 mM FeCl3 at 500X 
mag, C.  Fe reacted with 100 µM FeCl3 at 75X mag, D.  Fe reacted with 100 µM FeCl3 at 
500X mag, E.  Fe reacted with 3 mM NaCl at 75 X mag, F. Fe reacted with 3 mM NaCl 
at 500X mag. 
 
























2,4-DNT 2,4-DAT 2-A-4-NT, 4-A-2-NT
 
Figure 6.6 Concentration of DNT, DAT, and intermediates for the reduction of DNT 


























No Promoter 10 microM Aerobic 100 microM Aerobic
3 mM Aerobic 3 mM Anaerobic
 
Figure 6.7   DNT concentration over time when reactd with Mn and NaCl under 


























No Promoter 10 microM Aerobic 100 microM Aerobic
3 mM Aerobic 3 mM Anaerobic
 
 
Figure 6.8  DNT concentration over time when reacted with Mn and FeCl3 under 











A.  Mn reacted with 3 mM FeCl3 at 50X magnification, B.  Mn reacted with 3 mM FeCl3 
at 500X magnification, C.  Mn reacted with 3 mM NaCl at 50X magnification, D.  Mn 
reacted with 3 mM NaCl at 500X magnification.   
 




























Figure 6.10 Comparison of Fe and Mn performance with 3 mM FeCl3 












 A kinetic model is proposed and validated to explain the behavior of Fe or Mn 
reaction with DNT.  The validity of the proposed model is measured using the correlation 
coefficient.  Raw data for the models can be found in Appendix D. 
 Literature suggests that the treatment of organic contaminants with ZVM is a 
pseudo-first-order process (Bandstra et al., 2005; Keum and Li, 2004; Scherer et al., 
2001; Klausen et al., 2001; Farrell et al., 2000; Hung, et al., 2000; Agrawal and Tratnyek, 
1996; Matheson and Tratnyek, 1994).  Studies have also shown that over time ZVI can 
lose reactivity due to the sorption of the product amines (Devlin, et al., 1998; Hernandez, 
2002).  A first-order rate law will be used to model the kinetics of DNT reduction with 
ZVM and chloride corrosion promoters.  Fogler (1999) describes the first-order rate of 
reaction in the following manner: 
 





















DNTofionconcentratCDNT ,=  
 
The rate of reaction can be determined by differentiati g the change in DNT 
concentration over time in a batch reactor (Fogler, 1999): 
 
    
dt
dC
r DNTDNT −=        (2) 
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 Where: 










The rate of reaction for the data shown previously in the study was determined using 
POLYMATH 5.1 software.  A polynomial of no greater than four was applied to the data 





at various time intervals to determine the rate of reaction.  The rate of reaction was 
plotted against the concentration of DNT to arrive at the first-order rate constants for the 
data sets.  The intercept of the plotted line indicates the first-order rate constant.  The rate 
constants were divided by the surface area of the ZVM to normalize the rate constants.  
The surface areas for the Fe and Mn used in this study are 0.0537 m2/g and 0.0405 m2/g, 
respectively. 
 Table 7.1 shows the experimental parameters and first-order rate constants (non-
normalized and surface area normalized) for all reactions of DNT with ZVM and chloride 
corrosion promoters.   The calculated correlation cefficients show that only four of the 
data sets fit the first-order kinetic model based on the R2 values.  The data sets that fit the 
first-order kinetic model are Fe-FeCl3-3 mM-Anaerobic, Fe-FeCl3-100 µM-Anaerobic, 




 from Fe-FeCl3-3 mM-Anaerobic. 
 From the kinetics it can be seen that in general the correlation coefficient 
decreases as the concentration of chloride decreases.  Examples of this are the Fe-FeCl3-
Aerobic reactions.  The 3 mM correlation coefficient is 0.401, the 100 µM correlation 
coefficient is 0.099, and the 10 µM correlation coefficient is 0.091.  It was illustra ed 
previously that a specific chloride concentration must be achieved to impact the DNT 
destruction in the system.  The kinetics indicate that the reaction mechanism changes as 





must be reached before pitting begins.  If pitting does not occur then the rate of reaction 
is reduced.  The high concentrations of chloride arnecessary to reach the critical 
chloride concentration and pit the metal surface. 
 Not only is it necessary to have high chloride concentrations to achieve first-order 
kinetics, but an anaerobic environment is necessary.  The kinetic data shows that only 
anaerobic experiments fit the first-order kinetic model.  The reason aerobic experiments 
do not fit first-order kinetics is because oxygen is competing with the DNT for reactive 
sites on the ZVM surface.  The oxygen is also forming an oxide layer on the surface of 




The kinetics of the reaction of ZVM and DNT in the presence of chloride 
corrosion promoters was investigated.  It was attemp d to apply a first-order kinetic 
model to the concentration data presented in earlier chapters.  Only four of the data set fit 
the first-order kinetic model:  Fe with 3 mM and 100 mM FeCl3 under anaerobic 
conditions, and Mn with 3 mM FeCl3 and 3 mM NaCl under anaerobic conditions.  Data 
shows that as the chloride concentration decreases nd oxygen is introduced into the 
system, the kinetics model deviate from first-order kinetics.  Kinetics deviate from first-
order because of the inability of the low concentrations of chloride to break the oxide 





oxide layer by oxygen.  Future work should investigate the reaction mechanism of the 

























Fe-NaCl-3mM-Aerobic 0.0017 0.007914 0 
Fe-NaCl-100microM-Aerobic 9.80E-04 0.004562 0.04392 
Fe-NaCl-10microM-Aerobic 6.60E-04 0.003072 0.01752 
Fe-NaCl-3mM-Anaerobic 0.00898 0.04041 0 
Fe-NaCl-100microM-Anaerobic 3.28E-03 0.01527 0.16848 
Fe-NaCl-10microM-Anaerobic 1.68E-03 0.007820 0.09037 
Fe-FeCl3-3mM-Aerobic 0.01536 0.07150 0.40138 
Fe-FeCl3-100microM-Aerobic 1.51E-03 0.007029 0.09942 
Fe-FeCl3-10microM-Aerobic 7.40E-04 0.003445 0.0918 
Fe-FeCl3-3mM-Anaerobic 0.04718 0.2196 0.92136 
Fe-FeCl3-100microM-Anaerobic 0.01487 0.06922 0.98378 
Fe-FeCl3-10microM-Anaerobic 0.00341 0.01587 0 
Mn-NaCl-3mM-Aerobic 8.40E-04 0.005185 0.18083 
Mn-NaCl-100microM-Aerobic 7.80E-04 0.004815 0.01275 
Mn-NaCl-10microM-Aerobic 6.40E-04 0.003951 0.00975 
Mn-NaCl-3mM-Anaerobic 0.01285 0.07932 0.93877 
Mn-NaCl-100microM-Anaerobic 2.95E-03 0.01821 0.07449 
Mn-NaCl-10microM-Anaerobic 3.54E-03 0.02185 0.13191 
Mn-FeCl3-3mM-Aerobic 0.00859 0.05303 0.53108 
Mn-FeCl3-100microM-Aerobic 1.02E-03 0.006296 0.0862 
Mn-FeCl3-10microM-Aerobic 8.00E-04 0.004938 0.10123 
Mn-FeCl3-3mM-Anaerobic 0.02134 0.1317 0.95577 
Mn-FeCl3-100microM-Anaerobic 2.34E-03 0.01444 0.21748 












SINGLE-STEP REDUCTION/OXIDATION STUDY 
 
 
 Despite the effectiveness of ZVM to reduce DNT to DAT with the assistance of 
chloride corrosion promoters, DAT is still a hazardous compound that must be removed 
from water (Agrawal and Tratnyek, 1996; Mantha et al., 2002).  An integrated 
reduction/oxidation process was examined with the obj ctive of converting DNT to CO2, 
water, and inorganic compounds.  The reduction step(s quentially or integrated) was 
conducted using 4 g/L ZVI in the presence of 3 mM FeCl3 under aerobic conditions.  
These experimental conditions provided the fastest reduction rate during the aerobic and 
anaerobic experiments.  Aerobic conditions were used because the addition of O3 to the 
system would aerate the system due to the remainder of the gas stream being mostly O2.  
Aerobic systems were used so experiments using O3 could be compared to experiments 
using H2O2.  Raw data for the two-step and single step oxidation systems can be found in 
Appendix E. 
 For the oxidation, O3 and H2O2 were both studied individually and combined 
(peroxone).  The study was conducted in two parts:  first, the reduction and oxidation 
steps were separated so that the reduction step was conducted before the oxidation, and 





integrated reduction/oxidation process was viable for the remediation of DNT.  
Samples from these experiments were tested for total org nic carbon (TOC), nitrates, and 
for DNT concentration. 
 
Sequential Reduction/Oxidation Steps 
 
 Experiments were conducted in which reduction of DNT to DAT was conducted 
for the first 180 minutes containing 4 g/L ZVI, 3 mM FeCl3, and 20 mg/L DNT under 
aerobic conditions.  After 180 minutes, the column co taining the ZVI was removed and 
replaced with a blank column containing only glass beads.  Then, oxidizers were 
introduced into the reactor.  Oxidizers used were a gas stream of 2% O3 added throughout 
the course of the oxidation phase and hydrogen peroxide to yield a test solution of 10 
mg/L H2O2.  The experiment continued for 60 minutes after th addition of oxidizers.   
 Figures 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 show the results of the experiments.  The figures do not 
show a significant change in TOC, DNT, or nitrate con entration after oxidation was 
initiated.  The peroxone reaction shows a 15% reduction in TOC, however the high and 
low error bars indicate that this shift has a high variability(see Figure 8.1).  The O3 
reaction only shows a 1% decrease in TOC concentration.  The nitrate concentration for 
the O3 reaction shows an increase of 30%, but the high and low error bars indicate that 
the change in concentration has a high variability (see Figure 8.2).  The H2O2 reaction 





that a longer oxidation reaction time is necessary to observe a significant change in TOC, 
DNT, and nitrate concentration.   
  The oxidation potentials for the hydroxyl radical, O3, and H2O2 are 2.8 V, 
2.1 V, and 1.8 V, respectively (Hernandez et al., 2002).  These oxidation potentials show 
that the hydroxyl radical is the strongest oxidizer, followed by O3, and H2O2 has the 
lowest oxidation potential.  The small oxidation potential could also attribute to the lack 
of performance from H2O2. 
Experiments also were conducted to determine the feasibility of mineralizing 
DNT via oxidation.  These experiments were conducted without ZVM and without 
chloride corrosion promoters.  Figures 8.4, 8.5, and 8.6 show the results of the oxidation 
of DNT with O3, H2O2, and peroxone.  The results show that there is no increase in 
nitrate concentration nor decrease in TOC concentration, and the concentration of DNT 
in the system remains constant over the course of the experiment.  It can be concluded 
from these experiments that DNT is not being oxidize  by O3, H2O2, or peroxone and any 
degradation observed during the integration of the reductive/oxidative processes would 
be a synergistic degradation mechanism. 
 
Integrated Reduction/Oxidation Study 
 
 Experiments were conducted to test the validity ofa single-stage 
reduction/oxidation system.  Experiments contained 4 g/L ZVI, 3 mM FeCl3, and 20 





for the oxidizers.  Experiments were conducted over a 180-minute time period.  The 2% 
O3 was constantly sparged into the system over the 180 minute time period, and the 10 
mg/L H2O2 was added at the beginning of the 180 minutes. 
 Results from the experiments can be found in Figures 8.7, 8.8, and 8.9.  From the 
results the experiments using O3 and O3/H2O2 showed significant change in TOC 
concentration and nitrate concentration over the course of the reaction.  Reactions using 
H2O2 as the oxidizer did not show a significant change in TOC or nitrate concentration.  
Experiments containing H2O2 showed a decrease of 9.5% in TOC concentration and an 
increase of 5.8% in nitrate concentration.  For the O3 experiments there is a decline of 
73.2% in TOC concentration and an increase of 71.8% in nitrate concentration.  For the 
O3/H2O2 experiments there is a decrease of 63.3% in TOC concentration and an increase 
of 56% in nitrate concentration.   
Additionally there is considerable increase in the removal of DNT by the 
integrated process.  Figure 8.10 shows a comparison of the reduction of DNT using ZVI 
and 3 mM FeCl3 and the reduction/oxidation of DNT using ZVI and 3 mM FeCl3 with 
O3.  The reduction/oxidation single-step process shows a 96.1% reduction in DNT 
concentration over the course of the experiment, compared with 61.9% removal of DNT 
in the reduction reaction.  It is possible that the increase in DNT removal from the system 
is due to the oxidation of DAT to mineralization opening up reactive sties on the ZVI 
surface.  As the oxidizers attack the DAT molecule, th  DAT may desorb from the ZVI 





molecules adsorb to the ZVI and the reduction step occurs again to produce DAT.  The 
schematic of this mechanism can be seen in Figure 8.11.   
 As before, the drastic decrease in TOC concentration for the experiments 
indicates that mineralization of the organic species is taking place.  A second indication 
of the mineralization occurring during the reactions is the increase in nitrate 
concentration.  The results from these experiments show that a single-step 
reduction/oxidation process is viable for the remediation of DNT to mineralization.  The 
failure of the H2O2 experiments to provide mineralization could be due to the 
concentration of H2O2 being too low to effectively oxidize the reduction reaction 
products.  A higher concentration of H2O2 could possibly increase the effectiveness of 




 The single-step reduction/oxidation of DNT to mineralization was investigated.  
Initial experiments showed that a two-step reduction/oxidation process in which the 
oxidation occurred after the reduction of DNT to DAT lead to a small decrease in TOC 
concentration and a slight increase in nitrate concentration, however no significant 
changes in concentration were observed.  Experiments using just H2O2 as the oxidizer 
failed to show significant changes in TOC or nitrate concentration.   
 Next, experiments were conducted in which reduction and oxidation of DNT were 





of the reaction there was a significant decrease in TOC concentration and a significant 
increase in nitrate concentration for the reactions containing O3.  Reactions containing 































2,4-DNT TOC Nitrate Ozone 
and H2O2 
 
Figure 8.1 Time course of DNT, TOC, and nitrate concentration for a 
sequential reduction/oxidation reaction oxidized by a combination 



































Figure 8.2 Time course of DNT, TOC, and nitrate concentration for a sequential 


































Figure 8.3 Time course of DNT, TOC, and nitrate concentration f r a 




































































































































Figure 8.7 Time course DNT, TOC, and nitrate concentration for a single-  
  step reduction/oxidation reaction oxidized by O3 with H2O2.  



































Figure 8.8 Time course DNT, TOC, and nitrate concentration for a single-  































Figure 8.9 Time course DNT, TOC, and nitrate concentration for a single-  





































Figure 8.10 Comparison of DNT concentration over time of a reduction   




























 The results of this study demonstrated that a single-step integrated 
reduction/oxidation of DNT by ZVM in the presence of chloride corrosion promoters 
resulted in a greater than 70% reduction in TOC, indicating mineralization of DNT.  
Other conclusions that can be drawn from this study are as follows: 
• Under aerobic conditions both Fe and Mn were capable of removing DNT from 
the system.  Both ZVMs removed approximately 11% of the DNT from solution.  
The concentration of DNT reduced was low due the presence of an oxide layer on 
the surface of the metal and competition from dissolved oxygen in solution 
competing for reactive sites.  Under anaerobic conditions Fe removed 63% of the 
DNT from the system, while Mn removed only 36% of the DNT. 
• Chloride corrosion promoters enhance the reduction of DNT in the reaction 
system.  Chloride ions assist in the removal of the oxide layer from the surface of 
the metal as well as prevent passivation.  
• FeCl3 provided greater reduction of DNT than NaCl due to a higher concentration 
of chloride ions per mole of corrosion promoter as well as the ability to assist in 





• donate those electrons to the DNT to assist in the reduction reaction.  Also, Fe(II) 
can act as a catalyst for the reduction of water to hydrogen and OH.  The 
hydrogen can react with DNT to form DAT. 
• Mass balance indicates that the major product from the reduction of DNT is DAT.   
• Kinetic data describes the reaction of DNT with ZVM in the presence of chloride 
corrosion promoters as first-order when the concentration of chloride is high (3 
mM) and there is no oxygen in the system.  As the concentration of chloride 
decreases, the kinetics deviate from the first order model. 
• The introduction of oxidizers O3 and peroxone after the reduction of DNT to DAT 
resulted in an increase in nitrate concentration (29.4% and 11.5%, respectively) 
and a slight decrease in TOC (0.9% and 15%, respectively), indicating that the 
formation of inorganic materials and some mineralization was taking place.  The 
introduction of H2O2 as an oxidizer did not show any indication of the oxidation 
of DAT or mineralization.  Nitrate concentration rose 0.64% and TOC rose 3.3% 
for H2O2 oxidation. 
• It is recommended that further kinetic studies be conducted to find an appropriate 
model for the reduction reactions that did not follow first-order kinetics. 
• It is recommended that the single-step reduction/oxidation of DNT be studied 
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Table A.1 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese (Experimental conditions: 
Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration 4 g/L, aerobic conditions: [O2] = 
43 mg/L) 
 






0 19.18803 19.19088 19.18946 
60 17.70112 17.97895 17.84004 
120 17.60321 17.74284 17.67303 
180 17.37154 17.63897 17.50526 
240 17.0825 17.27983 17.18117 
300 16.94462 17.27377 17.1092 






Table A.2 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron (Experimental conditions: 
Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration 4 g/L, aerobic conditions: [O2] = 
43 mg/L) 
 






0 19.36028 19.64218 19.50123 
60 18.458 18.71178 18.58489 
120 17.94981 18.30487 18.12734 
180 17.62813 18.00544 17.81679 
240 17.35509 17.71012 17.53261 
300 17.16576 17.4821 17.32393 






Table A.3 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese (Experimental conditions: 
Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration 4 g/L, anaerobic conditions: [O2] 
< 0.5 mg/L) 
 






0 20.1743 19.35211 19.76321 
60 15.86909 14.38881 15.12895 
120 15.01478 13.43398 14.22438 
180 14.41872 12.78658 13.60265 
240 14.12362 12.4083 13.26596 
300 13.9232 12.04318 12.98319 






Table A.4 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron (Experimental conditions: 
Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration 4 g/L, anaerobic conditions: [O2] 
< 0.5 mg/L) 
 






0 19.69723 19.96087 19.82905 
60 17.9183 17.88886 17.90358 
120 15.79981 16.13172 15.96577 
180 13.46556 14.04865 13.75711 
240 11.07997 11.80587 11.44292 
300 9.23657 9.84251 9.53954 


















Table B.1 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 3 mM) 
 






0 19.64017 19.17398 19.40708 
5 17.79894 18.85111 18.32503 
10 18.54903 18.23706 18.39305 
15 18.77831 18.3313 18.55481 
20 18.91698 18.66655 18.79177 
40 18.45394 18.50819 18.48107 
60 17.97005 17.82132 17.89569 
90 17.12029 16.62287 16.87158 
120 15.82944 15.56614 15.69779 
150 14.65715 14.28212 14.46964 






Table B.2 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 100 µM) 
 






0 19.30522 19.63452 19.46987 
20 18.24801 18.80273 18.52537 
40 18.50178 18.60624 18.55401 
60 17.68153 18.27413 17.97783 
90 17.54812 17.72566 17.63689 
120 17.66211 17.81691 17.73951 
150 17.35011 17.80697 17.57854 






Table B.3 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 10 µM) 
 






0 19.98179 20.08254 20.03217 
20 18.79064 19.0768 18.93372 
40 18.66883 18.73653 18.70268 
60 18.91416 19.09531 19.00474 
90 18.04469 18.45445 18.24957 
120 18.68103 18.7633 18.72217 
150 17.68682 17.60035 17.64359 






Table B.4 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 3 mM) 
 






0 17.04954 16.74744 16.89849 
5 11.17921 11.88125 11.53023 
10 10.54411 9.92699 10.23555 
15 9.14741 8.94017 9.04379 
20 8.56888 8.66425 8.616565 
40 7.31555 8.18429 7.74992 
60 6.88284 7.9239 7.40337 
90 6.72066 7.65699 7.188825 
120 6.41093 7.25213 6.83153 
150 6.27314 7.05949 6.666315 






Table B.5 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 100 µM) 
 






0 17.38688 17.16433 17.27561 
5 15.84222 15.77831 15.81027 
10 15.16486 15.37311 15.26899 
15 15.76548 15.81678 15.79113 
20 16.21826 16.24387 16.23107 
40 14.96637 15.90556 15.43597 
60 15.49463 15.67959 15.58711 
90 15.16169 15.20368 15.18269 
120 14.77286 14.82532 14.79909 
150 14.16259 14.53707 14.34983 






Table B.6 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 10 µM) 
 






0 17.73719 17.22385 17.48052 
5 15.98593 16.07499 16.03046 
10 15.03801 15.9374 15.48771 
15 16.02403 15.81625 15.92014 
20 16.86716 16.89678 16.88197 
40 16.74202 16.24932 16.49567 
60 16.52224 16.4257 16.47397 
90 16.16132 15.98505 16.07319 
120 16.08498 15.70763 15.89631 
150 15.91791 15.81873 15.86832 






Table B.7 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 3 mM) 
 






0 15.26798 16.06993 15.66896 
5 15.0556 15.3002 15.1779 
10 14.48664 15.35421 14.92043 
15 14.62244 15.42885 15.02565 
20 14.75957 15.70229 15.23093 
40 13.98068 15.29962 14.64015 
60 15.14043 15.2218 15.18112 
90 14.27878 14.49404 14.38641 
120 13.88695 14.25041 14.06868 
150 14.18562 13.93554 14.06058 






Table B.8 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 100 µM) 
 






0 18.20028 18.73616 18.46822 
20 16.12798 17.10318 16.61558 
40 16.02301 16.95847 16.49074 
60 17.17038 18.12858 17.64948 
90 15.9202 16.50932 16.21476 
120 16.97048 17.52216 17.24632 
150 16.03974 16.25032 16.14503 






Table B.9 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 10 µM) 
 






0 19.65718 19.92153 19.78936 
20 17.82807 18.1835 18.00579 
40 18.89029 17.60472 18.24751 
60 18.69534 18.9866 18.84097 
90 17.38024 17.78688 17.58356 
120 18.3138 18.56894 18.44137 
150 17.44571 16.69301 17.06936 






Table B.10 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 3 mM) 
 






0 17.30095 17.14157 17.22126 
5 14.39753 14.71975 14.55864 
10 13.50236 12.91608 13.20922 
15 12.96055 13.46395 13.21225 
20 13.33709 12.99427 13.16568 
40 11.11312 10.27343 10.69328 
60 9.41521 8.84102 9.128115 
90 8.63366 8.28223 8.457945 
120 8.20022 7.94004 8.07013 
150 7.91561 7.79797 7.85679 






Table B.11 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 100 µM) 
 






0 17.51874 17.40877 17.46376 
5 15.6707 15.19554 15.43312 
10 14.58544 15.64473 15.11509 
15 13.92747 15.81109 14.86928 
20 16.30946 16.32912 16.31929 
40 16.10273 16.11502 16.10888 
60 15.49721 16.27649 15.88685 
90 15.50139 15.82278 15.66209 
120 15.21737 15.70136 15.45937 
150 15.17509 15.59999 15.38754 






Table B.12 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 10 µM) 
 






0 17.71529 17.1976 17.45645 
5 16.24723 11.92646 14.08685 
10 15.7593 15.31607 15.53769 
15 15.81043 14.78691 15.29867 
20 17.05635 16.86976 16.96306 
40 16.89994 16.53652 16.71823 
60 16.57775 16.00911 16.29343 
90 16.71662 15.97729 16.34696 
120 16.18126 15.63456 15.90791 
150 15.97895 15.74434 15.86165 






Table B.13 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic 
conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 9 mM) 
 


















Table B.14 Mass balance of DNT reduction with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 
(Experimental conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 
g/L, aerobic conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration 
= 3 mM) 
 






0 32.92393 24.88064 28.90229 
5 28.09396 18.86956 23.48176 
10 22.23952 15.59009 18.91481 
15 12.45109 11.5794 12.01525 
20 18.10508 8.91933 13.51221 
40 13.58143 4.70457 9.143 
60 9.84336 2.33905 6.091205 
90 7.07758 1.08229 4.079935 
120 4.48682 0.640463 2.563642 
150 3.09815 0.465537 1.781844 






Table B.15 DAT concentration mass balance of DNT reduction with zero-valent iron 
and FeCl3 (Experimental conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal 
concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion 
promoter concentration = 3 mM) 
 






0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 
40 4.23154 1.76906 3.0003 
60 5.61397 2.95678 4.285375 
90 11.06843 4.8263 7.947365 
120 8.67386 8.3563 8.51508 
150 10.84774 13.01496 11.93135 






Table B.16 2-A-4-NT and 4-A-2-NT concentration mass balance of DNT reduction 
with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental conditions: Flowrate = 12 
mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic conditions: [O2] = 43 mg/L, 









[2-A-4-NT,        
4-A-2-NT]Average, 
mg/L 
0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
15 0 0.459376 0.229688 
20 0 0.339657 0.169829 
40 0.277295 0.504072 0.390684 
60 0 0.396488 0.198244 
90 0 0.300136 0.150068 
120 0.266269 0.263799 0.265034 
150 0.2706 0.20852 0.23956 



















Table C.1 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 3 mM) 
 






0 18.31287 18.59532 18.4541 
20 16.27854 15.42574 15.85214 
40 12.35201 13.22421 12.78811 
60 9.42571 11.8567 10.64121 
90 5.26639 3.06315 4.16477 
120 2.42279 5.40148 3.912135 
150 0.98242 2.93993 1.961175 






Table C.2 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 100 µM) 
 






0 19.68632 19.90232 19.79432 
20 18.03091 16.21376 17.12234 
40 16.35656 17.14742 16.75199 
60 17.60528 17.15922 17.38225 
90 15.06701 14.66722 14.86712 
120 15.57259 13.91814 14.74537 
150 12.90642 11.15826 12.03234 






Table C.3 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 10 µM) 
 






0 20.14023 19.76076 19.9505 
20 18.59709 17.70102 18.14906 
40 18.24564 17.03874 17.64219 
60 18.51684 18.01358 18.26521 
90 17.71373 15.21022 16.46198 
120 17.70214 16.37785 17.04 
150 16.60785 14.39075 15.4993 






Table C.4 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 3 mM) 
 






0 14.94951 14.36715 14.65833 
5 8.16963 8.96218 8.565905 
10 5.62194 6.38102 6.00148 
15 3.73029 5.07718 4.403735 
20 3.26342 4.45147 3.857445 
40 1.15467 1.83407 1.49437 
60 0.74424 1.10253 0.923385 
90 0.481455 0.697916 0.589686 
120 0.464595 0.454676 0.459636 
150 0 0.354764 0.177382 






Table C.5 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 100 µM) 
 






0 17.3908 17.50536 17.44808 
5 13.15503 13.85129 13.50316 
10 12.92496 12.53951 12.73224 
15 11.98842 12.59813 12.29328 
20 12.23672 12.69947 12.4681 
40 9.33532 10.14399 9.739655 
60 6.39524 7.56153 6.978385 
90 3.36416 4.57948 3.97182 
120 1.83598 2.97718 2.40658 
150 1.04386 1.92566 1.48476 






Table C.6 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 10 µM) 
 






0 17.3473 17.49101 17.41916 
5 15.56104 16.34412 15.95258 
10 16.10267 15.58898 15.84583 
15 15.9484 15.76656 15.85748 
20 16.52366 16.55244 16.53805 
40 15.63896 15.95662 15.79779 
60 14.17031 14.95456 14.56244 
90 12.76085 13.3265 13.04368 
120 10.72045 11.59742 11.15894 
150 8.99132 10.5009 9.74611 






Table C.7 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 3 mM) 
 






0 17.12426 17.52367 17.32397 
5 16.87694 17.23709 17.05702 
10 14.98264 15.85205 15.41735 
15 11.63257 12.46814 12.05036 
20 12.58325 13.97456 13.27891 
40 9.62584 10.53279 10.07932 
60 7.53185 8.52743 8.02964 
90 4.01462 5.28435 4.649485 
120 3.14625 4.36793 3.75709 
150 2.53745 3.63462 3.086035 






Table C.8 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 100 µM) 
 






0 19.84824 19.29346 19.57085 
20 16.35585 15.16056 15.75821 
40 14.20157 15.4068 14.80419 
60 16.10108 16.59644 16.34876 
90 14.72136 13.91172 14.31654 
120 14.8442 15.49364 15.16892 
150 13.0187 13.99673 13.50772 






Table C.9 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and NaCl (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 10 µM) 
 






0 20.36598 19.93984 20.15291 
20 16.20659 16.26777 16.23718 
40 14.89944 16.24979 15.57462 
60 16.13706 15.96706 16.05206 
90 14.3054 14.16249 14.23395 
120 15.4596 13.60778 14.53369 
150 14.10998 12.0396 13.07479 






Table C.10 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 3 mM) 
 






0 19.07335 19.09188 19.08262 
5 15.17084 17.34774 16.25929 
10 14.77451 12.72902 13.75177 
15 10.3638 10.8028 10.5833 
20 10.73893 12.57658 11.65776 
40 6.59982 8.34005 7.469935 
60 3.9485 5.65608 4.80229 
90 2.30013 3.30269 2.80141 
120 1.83512 2.46745 2.151285 
150 1.53349 2.05914 1.796315 






Table C.11 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 100 µM) 
 






0 19.34018 17.90726 18.62372 
5 18.03254 17.57702 17.80478 
10 16.77066 15.84178 16.30622 
15 16.4236 15.65317 16.03839 
20 16.75491 16.29065 16.52278 
40 16.31791 15.56814 15.94303 
60 15.37857 15.29644 15.33751 
90 15.18647 14.63786 14.91217 
120 14.75192 13.94967 14.3508 
150 14.41242 13.84753 14.12998 






Table C.12 Reduction of DNT with zero-valent manganese and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 
conditions: [O2] < 0.5 mg/L, corrosion promoter concentration = 10 µM) 
 






0 18.88201 18.87685 18.87943 
5 17.0973 17.53309 17.3152 
10 16.45808 14.29002 15.37405 
15 15.69779 15.1075 15.40265 
20 16.24111 16.30268 16.2719 
40 15.60365 15.81399 15.70882 
60 14.77984 15.42178 15.10081 
90 14.31086 14.46343 14.38715 
120 13.64318 14.23232 13.93775 
150 13.00636 13.89888 13.45262 



















Table D.1 Comparison of experimental data and first-o der kinetic model of DNT 
reduction with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental conditions: 
Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic conditions: 









0 0.660318 0.666666 
20 0.307776 0.254154 
40 0.096718 0.109176 
60 -0.0048 0.069283 
90 -0.02156 0.044955 
120 0.028457 0.035261 
150 0.037448 0.013796 






Table D.2 Comparison of experimental data and first-o der kinetic model of DNT 
reduction with zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental conditions: 
Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic conditions: 









0 0.241444 0.243521 
20 0.193483 0.188154 
40 0.15134 0.153827 
60 0.115014 0.115669 
90 0.071432 0.069583 
120 0.04094 0.04345 
150 0.023537 0.027298 






Table D.3 Comparison of experimental data and first-o der kinetic model of DNT 
reduction with zero-valent manganese and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, anaerobic 









0 0.38799 0.399861 
20 0.277592 0.25287 
40 0.185424 0.165311 
60 0.111483 0.107663 
90 0.034752 0.063427 
120 -9.65E-04 0.048864 
150 0.004333 0.040873 




















Table E.1 60 minute oxidation by peroxone after 180minute reduction by zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion 






















0 9.8834 19.89306 14.88823 7.35 7.42 7.39 4.13 0.85 2.49 
30 4.45455 12.2457 8.350125       
60 4.28363 9.58145 6.93254       
90 5.24589 9.6552 7.450545 6.307 6.2 6.25 4.37 0.86 2.61 
120 3.95676 9.75895 6.857855       
150 3.97986 8.5007 6.24028       
180 4.74419 8.0757 6.409945 6.391 4.42 5.41 3.96 1.10 2.53 
210 3.22426 7.262702 5.243481       











Table E.2 60 minute oxidation by O3 after 180 minute reduction by zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion 






















0 11.95965 10.4287 11.19418 8.47 13.95 11.21 4.00 0 2.00 
30 5.7517 10.4287 8.0902       
60 5.6667 9.1037 7.3852       
90 5.91945 10.43195 8.1757 7.49 11.8 9.645 2.28 0 1.14 
120 5.1202 8.57145 6.845825       
150 4.93495 8.16345 6.5492       
180 5.4472 9.6612 7.5542 6.90 10.6 8.751 2.27 0 1.13 
210 4.88695 8.583808 6.735379       











Table E.3 60 minute oxidation by H2O2 after 180 minute reduction by zero-valent iron and FeCl3 (Experimental 
conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic: [O2] = 43 mg/L, corrosion 






















0 21.29007 19.89306 20.59157 14.5 8.47 11.5 1.71 0 0.85 
30 11.63165 12.2457 11.93868       
60 9.14158 9.58145 9.361515       
90 9.50582 9.6552 9.58051 17.5 6.31 9.645 1.74 0 0.87 
120 8.71818 9.75895 9.238565       
150 8.70861 8.5007 8.604655       
180 8.93257 8.0757 8.504135 12.5 5.92 8.751 1.29 0 0.64 
210 8.23171 7.262702 7.747206       













Table E.4 180 minute oxidation by peroxone with simultaneous 180 minute reduction by zero-valent iron and FeCl3 
(Experimental conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic: [O2] = 43 mg/L, 






















0 20.46376 21.76535 21.11455 9.73 9.91 9.82 0 0.61 0.30 
30 7.42144 11.28003 9.350734       
60 3.05443 5.805174 4.429802       
90 2.6228 3.987419 3.30511 3.02 3.55 3.28 9.92 8.72 9.32 
120 1.76904 2.536968 2.153004       
150 1.3892 1.935309 1.662254       













Table E.5 180 minute oxidation by O3 with simultaneous 180 minute reduction by zero-valent iron and FeCl3 
(Experimental conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic: [O2] = 43 mg/L, 






















0 25.66828 17.12164 21.39496 9.17 10.4 9.79 0 0 0 
30 13.00879 7.25016 10.12948       
60 5.0219 3.32783 4.174865       
90 2.35098 2.08901 2.219995 2.66 3.12 2.89 7.47 6.95 7.21 
120 1.46425 1.45101 1.45763       
150 0.855382 1.06217 0.958776       












Table E.6 180 minute oxidation by H2O2 with simultaneous 180 minute reduction by zero-valent iron and FeCl3 
(Experimental conditions: Flowrate = 12 mL/s, metal concentration = 4 g/L, aerobic: [O2] = 43 mg/L, 






















0 19.38192 20.85896 20.12044 8.75 10.2 9.5 0 0 0 
30 8.96868 11.13282 10.05075       
60 8.00437 10.61729 9.310832       
90 8.01978 10.31909 9.169433 9.10 9.52 9.3 1.1 0 0.55 
120 7.07941 11.27616 9.177786       
150 6.34653 10.31714 8.331836       
180 7.03688 10.99145 9.014164 8.05 9.10 8.6 0.97 0.58 
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